We present a new database model in which each attribute is modeled by a family of disjoint subsets of an underlying population of objects. Such a family is called a partitioning, and the set of all partitionings is turned into a lattice by appropriately defining product and sum. A database is seen as a function from a sublattice into the lattice of partitionings. The model combines the following features:
1, INTRODUCTION
Formal investigations on database semantics have dealt with mappings from states of a schema to states of another schema-be it decomposition, query, update, or view definition. In fact, work on algebraic dependencies showed that even integrity constraints can be considered as database mappings [9] . Most of those investigations have treated such mappings in the relational framework, using the algebraic approach. In [7] mappings are examined from a fundamental model-independent point of view, in terms of the partition they induce on the state space. The "refinement" partial order on partitions provides a natural hierarchy of information content and makes precise such notions as "losslessness, " "independence," and others. It turns out that partitions can be used, in a l N. Spyratos more fundamental way, to provide the building blocks of a new data model that we call the partition model [8] . In this section we explain the basic ideas of the partition model by way of an example.
Think of an enterprise, say, a small tourist agency. Suppose that, at a given time, the objects of interest to the agency are the seven automobiles owned by the agency. Moreover, assume the following set of seven integer identifiers: E = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 71, where each integer denotes a different automobile. From now on we confuse objects with their identifiers and we assume that 1, 2, . . . , 7 are the automobiles owned by the agency. Of course, the set e changes during the life of the enterprise. For example, the agency may acquire additional automobiles or expand to new activities. Here we are interested in a specific moment in the life of the enterprise (a "snapshot" of the enterprise), where the seven automobiles of the set c are the only objects of interest to the enterprise. Now, given a property of automobiles, we can partition the set E into disjoint subsets such that each subset contains all automobiles that are similar with respect to the given property. For example, suppose that the given property is the TYPE of automobiles. Moreover, suppose that, with respect to TYPE, the seven automobiles are classified as follows:
1, 2, and 3 are buses; 4 and 5 are limousines; 6 and 7 are vans.
Thus, with respect to TYPE of automobiles, the set E is partitioned as follows:
From what we have just said, this partition and its members are associated with (English) names as follows: TYPE c* ((1, 2, 31, (4, 5] , 169 71) bus -119 2, 31 limousine -(4, 5) van w (6, 71 We shall denote this association by writing TYPE = itL 2, 31, 14, 51, 169 711 bus = 11, 2, 3) limousine = {4, 5) van = 16, 7).
As a consequence of this notation, we can write TYPE = (bus, limousine, van).
It is important to note that the essential information here is the partition ((1, 2, 31, (4, 51, (6, 7) ). The associated names are of lesser interest as they may depend, for instance, on personal taste (a Greek would prefer "X~.&op&o" as the name for the member (1,2,3) of the partition, instead of "bus").
So far we have looked at the partition (denoted by) TYPE as a family of subsets of the set E. Alternatively, one may look at it as the union of elementary partitions in the following way: TYPE = ((1, 2, 31, (4, 51, 16, 711 = ((1, 29 311 u ((4, 511 U II69 711
Each elementary partition is called a fact (or a datum) and contains a single member. Let us name the facts of TYPE as follows: b = (11, 2, 311, 1 = (14, 511, v = ( (6, 71) It is important to note that all automobiles in the single member of a fact are similar with respect to their type. For example, all automobiles in the single member of fact b are buses. Using the names bus, limousine, and van that we have introduced earlier, we can write b = (bus), 1 = {limousine), v = {van).
Let us note that each fact is (trivially) a partition of a subset of c and it can be described by a phrase. For example, the fact b can be described by saying there are automobiles of type bus. We shall come back to this remark shortly. We can summarize our discussion so far by writing TYPE = ({I, 2, 3), (4, 51, (6, 7)) = {(bus, limousine, van)) = 111, 2, 3)) U ((4, 511 U ((6, 7)) = (bus) U (limousine] U (van) =buluv.
What we gain by writing TYPE = b U 1 U v is that all four names (i.e., TYPE, b, 1, and v) denote objects of the same nature, namely, families of subsets of E. Thus the first basic observation in our example is the following:
Each partition of E carries information on the automobiles and is built up from singleton partitions called facts.
Let us consider a second partition of the set E, this time with respect to the place where automobiles are stationed. Suppose that of the seven automobiles 1 and 2 are stationed in Louvre, 3, 4, and 5 are stationed in Montmartre, and 6 and 7 are stationed in Versailles.
Thus, with respect to STATION of automobiles, the set E is partitioned as follows: Let us note again that STATION, being a partition of the set E, carries information on automobiles. This information is built up from the three elementary partitions L, M, and V, which we have called facts. Recall that each fact can be described by a phrase. For example, the fact L can be described by saying there are automobiles stationed in Louvre.
Given the partitions TYPE and STATION that we have just seen, we can derive new partitions of the set E. First, suppose that we would like to partition the set c into disjoint subsets such that each subset contains all automobiles that have the same TYPE and the same STATION. Let us denote this partition by TYPE X STATION, and let us call it the product of TYPE and STATION. How can we define this product in terms of TYPE and STATION? Let us consider a member of TYPE, say, "bus," and a member of STATION, say, "Louvre." Clearly, the intersection "bus n Louvre" is the set of all automobiles of E that are buses an& are stationed in Louvre. It follows that the intersection "bus fl Louvre" is a member of the partition TYPE x STATION. Thus, in order to find the members of TYPE x STATION we simply have to take all possible intersections of a member of TYPE and a member of STATION. Here is the result: TYPE x STATION = (bus fl Louvre, bus n Montmartre, bus n Versailles, limousine n Louvre, limousine n Montmartre, limousine n Versailles, van n Louvre, van n Montmartre, van n Versailles)
However, some of the intersections in the set TYPE X STATION are empty. For example, bus n Versailles = {l, 2,3) n (6,7) = 0.
Thus, if we define the product TYPE X STATION as the set of all possible intersections of a member of TYPE and a member of STATION, then the set TYPE x STATION might contain the empty set as a member. This leads us to extend the notion of a partition to what we call a partitioning. A partitioning is defined to be any family of mutually disjoint sets of integers. This definition allows for the inclusion of the empty set as a member of a partitioning. Moreover, according to this definition, every partition is a partitioning. Thus, TYPE and STATION are partitionings, and so is TYPE X STATION. Clearly, a partitioning can be written as the union of facts, but now the single member of a fact can also be the empty set. For example, consider the fact {bus n Versailles) of As a consequence, all facts of TYPE x STATION can be named using the names introduced for the facts of TYPE, and the names introduced for the facts of STATION. For example, we have jbus rl Versailles) = {bus) x IVersailles) = b X V.
We can summarize our discussion so far by writing
The product TYPE x STATION carries information on the automobiles that is finer than the information carried by either TYPE or STATION considered alone. This is so because if two automobiles are in the same member of TYPE x STATION then they are in the same member of TYPE and in the same member of STATION. Thus the second basic observation in our example is the following:
Partitionings of E can be multiplied to produce finer partitionings of E and therefore finer information on the automobiles. The product and its facts can be named using the names introduced for the factors.
In the following section, we shall see how partitionings can be also added to produce coarser information.
Our set-theoretic interpretation of facts allows for an intuitive notion of truth. A fact is called true if its single member is a nonempty set, and it is called false if its single member is the empty set. For example, the fact b X M of TYPE x STATION is true, because b x M = (bus] x (Montmartre) = (bus fl Montmartre) = iu, 2,31 n (3,4,511 = H311# 1%
On the other hand, the fact 1 x L of TYPE X STATION is false, because 1 X L = {limousine) X (Louvre) = (limousine n Louvre) = ((4,5) n (1,2)) = (0). We have seen that the fact b x M is true, and therefore the first statement is true. We have also seen that the fact 1 x L is false, and therefore the second statement is false. Thus, the third basic observation in our example is the following:
Facts are singleton partitionings that constitute the elementary units of information. Facts can be true or false.
Partitionings such as TYPE and STATION (and their facts) are called atomic, because they represent the given information on automobiles (the "starting point") from which further information can be derived using product (and sum). Partitionings such as TYPE X STATION (and their facts) are called composite, because they are built up from atomic partitionings. It is important to note that a composite fact (such as 1 X L above) can be false even if its factors are true.
So far we have restricted our attention to the set E of automobiles in a specific application (at a given time). Conceptually, what we have said for the set E holds for any set of automobiles and in particular for the set of all automobiles. In fact, we can use the set cy of all automobiles as the universal set of which any particular set E of automobiles is a subset. Then any partition of LY can be "restricted" to a partition of e. In this way a and its partitions can serve as a reference for any specific application involving automobilies. For example, let TYPE be the partition of 1y into disjoint subsets such that each subset contains all automobiles of (Y of the same type. The names of the members of TYPE are bus, limousine, van, truck, coach, etc. (i.e., all existing types of automobiles). Suppose now that in a specific application, such as our example of a tourist agency, there is (currently) a set E of automobiles. Let TYPE, be the set of types of automobiles in E. This set can be expressed in terms of TYPE and E as follows:
In words, a type x of automobiles is in TYPE, iff there is at least one automobile of type x in E. Note that TYPE, is a subset of TYPE. We call TYPE, the e-instance of TYPE (for the reader familiar with the relational model, we note that TYPE can be thought of as an attribute domain, and TYPE, as the "current instance" of TYPE). Proceeding in a similar manner, we can first define STATION and TYPE x STATION on a, and then the e-instances STATION, and (TYPE x STATION),. What we call a database on c is a collection of e-instances such as TYPE,, STATION,, and (TYPE X STATION),. Thus, the fourth basic observation in our example is the following:
A database on E is a collection of &-instances of given "universal"partitionings.
In fact, what is given is a universe U, that is, a finite set of partitionings called atoms. A universal partitioning is any atom or product of atoms.
Let us recall that the set e of our running example is, in fact, a set of integers; namely, E = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). As we have already explained, we confuse automobiles with their integer identifiers, and we assume that 1,2, . . . ,7 are the automobiles owned by the agency. Similarly, we may assume that the set (Y of all automobiles is, in fact, a set of (nonnegative) integers, where each integer denotes a different automobile. Now, the set (Y of all automobiles is just one example of a universal set that can appear in an application. A second example is the set b of all persons. Again, we may assume that p is a set of integers, where each integer denotes a different person. However, we must also assume that (Y n fi = 0. This is a constraint imposed by the nature of the objects (automobiles in a, persons in p). As a third example, consider the set y of all employed persons. We may assume that y is a set of integers, where each integer denotes a different employed person. However, we must assume that y C b. Again, this is a constraint imposed by the nature of the objects (every employee is a person). In this paper we assume that all universal sets, such as CY, /3, y, . . . , are subsets of the set w of all nonnegative integers. It follows that all partitionings can be modeled within one set P, = (T 1 T G w 1, the set of all subsets of o. Thus, the fifth basic observation is the following:
Every universal set is a subset of o. Every partitioning is a family of mutually disjoint subsets of CO.
The database model introduced in this paper is based on a single concept, that of a partitioning. In Section 2 we give the formal definition of the model. The set of all partitionings is turned into a lattice by appropriately defining product and sum (Section 2.1). A database is then defined as a function from a sublattice into the lattice of partitionings (Section 2.2). In Section 3 we show how new facts can be derived from facts explicitly introduced in the database. The deductive process uses three sources of information: (1) assumptions on the conditions under which facts are observed and recorded in the database (Section 3.1); (2) declarative knowledge on database facts, expressed in the form of lattice equations (Section 3.2); and (3) procedural knowledge on database facts expressed in the form of inference rules (Section 3.3). These sources of information are used in deductive query answering (Section 3.4). In Section 4 we show how the relational model can be embedded within the partition model (Section 4.1), and how the basic constructs of semantic modeling can be defined in the lattice of partitionings (Section 4.2). Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and suggestions for further work.
THE FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
In this section we give the formal definition of the partition model. The basic building block is the partitioning. The main tool that we use in our definition is the lattice of partitionings. We study this lattice in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we define a database as a function from a sublattice into the lattice of partitionings.
The Lattice of Partitionings
Let o be the set of all objects that can possibly be of interest to any human enterprise. We assume w to be a countable set; hence, we can think of w as being the set of nonnegative integers. Let PO = (7 17 C w) be the set of all subsets of w. In other words, a partitioning is any family of mutually disjoint sets of (nonnegative) integers. For example, the following subsets of PO are partitionings:
Note that a partitioning can have the empty set as a member (even as its only member). Clearly, every subset of a partitioning is also a partitioning. Note that the empty subset of Pw is (vacuously) a partitioning, and so is the subset {o] of Pu. The sets 0 and (w) play a special role. When we consider them as partitionings, we shall employ the notation I = 0 and T = {a).
We call I the first and T the Zust partitioning. These terms will be justified shortly.
The set of all integers that appear in a partitioning Q is called the population of Q, and it is denoted by p(Q). Formally we have
The set of all nonempty members of a partitioning Q is called the range of Q, and it is denoted by r(Q). Clearly, the range of a partitioning is a partition of its population. A partitioning can be finite or infinite as a set. However, note that the population of a finite partitioning may not be a finite set. For example, if for all x E w we define then the set Q = (f 1 x E w) is a finite partitioning (it has only two members), but its population is the whole set w. The populations and ranges of the special partitionings I and T are as followsz' p(l) = 0, r(l) = 0, p(T) = w, r(T) = (u] The essential information carried by a partitioning Q is its range r(Q). The absence or presence of the empty set as a member of Q is immaterial (as far as data modeling is concerned), for it conveys no information on the population of Q. However, the empty set is allowed as a member of a partitioning for technical reasons that will become clear later on when we define the lattice of partitionings.
In the light of our discussion, two partitionings Q and R are called equivalent if their ranges are equal, that is, if r(Q) = r(R). Thus, when we talk of a partitioning we may identify it (up to equivalence) to its range.
A partitioning is called a fact (or a datum) if its range contains at most one member. For example, the following partitionings are facts:
A fact is called false if its population is the empty set, and true otherwise. For example, of the above facts, (0) and I are false while the remaining ones are true. Note that (0) and I are the only false facts, and that they are equivalent. Thus, we can think of the fact I as being the only false fact. Intuitively, the term false fact means that the fact conveys no information (since there is no object in its population). On the other hand, the term true fact means that the fact conveys some information (since there are some objects in its population). Let us note that a fact is completely specified (up to equivalence), given its population. For example, if f is a fact andp(f) = (1, 2) then it follows that f = ((1, 2)).
A partitioning Q is called an instance of a partitioning R if the range of Q is a subset of the range of R; that is, if r(Q) G r(R). If Q is an instance of R, we also say that Q is less defined than R. This term is justified by the fact that if Q is an instance of R then Q contains the same type of information as R, but probably not all the information of R. Thus Q can be viewed as an "incomplete" specification of R. If a fact f is an instance of a partitioning R, then f is called a Then Q is an instance of R, and f is a fact of R. On the other hand, f is not a fact of Q. Clearly, the fact I is a fact of every partitioning.
Given a partitioning R, we denote by INST(R) the set of all instances of R. It is not hard to see that the set INST(R) is closed under set-theoretic intersection, union, and difference. This allows for the definition of the complement of an instance, as follows: Definition 2. Let Q be an instance of R. The complement of Q with respect to R, denoted by Q, is defined by Q = R -Q. Let us note that, if Q is an instance of R, then a true fact of R is a fact of Q iff it is not a fact of Q.
The main concept introduced so far is that of a partitioning. We shall show that the set of all partitionings can be turned into a lattice by appropriately defining the product and the sum of partitionings. First, a word on notation: In (6, 711 then the name x is associated with the integer 3, the name u with the set {l, 2,3), the name b with the fact {(l, 2,311, and the name T with the partitioning (( 1, 2, 31, (4, 5) , (6, 7)). In order to keep the presentation simple, we shall confuse names with the things they denote. Thus, in our previous example, x is the integer 3, c is the set {l, 2, 31, b is the fact {{l, 2, 3)), and T is the partitioning ((1, 2, 31, (4, 51, (6, 7)). In doing so our basic assumption is the following:
Unique Name Assumption (UNA). Different names are associated with different things, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise.
If two different names are associated with the same thing, then we denote this by equating the two names. For example, if T and TYPE are (associated with) two partitionings and if we write "T = TYPE," then we can read this as "T is (associated with) the same partitioning as TYPE."
Intuitively, every partitioning Q represents a property of the objects in w. Two objects x and y in the population p(Q) are similar with respect to Q, if they belong to the same member of Q. Note that if x and y are not in p (Q) then, again, they are similar with respect to Q, in the sense that the property Q is not applicable to them. Now, given two partitionings Q and R, we may be interested in classifying the objects of w in such a way that objects x and y are similar if they are similar with respect to Q and with respect to R. This example also shows that the product Q x R of two partitionings can contain the empty set as a member. This is why, in the definition of a partitioning, we have allowed the possibility of the empty set as a member.
Several important remarks concerning products are in order at this point. First, the behavior of the special partitionings I and T with respect to product is as follows: For every partitioning Q, we have IxQ=Qxl=l and TXQ=QxT=Q.
This follows easily from Definition 3. Second, for every partitioning Q and for all facts q and q' of Q, we have q # q' + q x q' = 1. (To see this, recall that every fact of Q contains at most one member of Q, and that different members of Q are disjoint.) Third, if q is a fact of Q and if r is a fact of R then q X r is a fact of Q x R; conversely, every fact f of Q X R can be written as f = q x r, where q is a fact of Q and r is a fact of R. As a consequence, we can use the names of the facts of Q and R in order to name the facts of Q x R. For example, consider the following explicit definition: Then we have the following explicit definition for the product of Q and R:
Recall that the fact (0) is equivalent to the fact 0, and that the name of the latter is 1. Thus, we can write q x r' = q' x r = 1. Let us note that the product of two facts can be false, even if both factors are true (see q x r' in our example). Let Q and R be two partitionings. In order to define their sum, we need a preliminary definition: For all x and y in p(Q) U p(R), define x = y if there is a sequence TV, TV, . . . , 7n of members of Q U R such that x E rl, y E T,, and Ti n Ti+l # 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n -1. For example, consider the following partitionings:
Then 1 = 5 through the sequence (1, 21, (2, 31, (3, 4), (4, 51, and 6 = 9 through the sequence (6, 7, 81, 17, 8, 9) . Also, 1 = 2 through the sequence 11, 2), and 7 = 9 through the sequence (7, 8, 9) . Clearly, the relation "=" just defined is an equivalence relation on the set p(Q) U p(R). For all x in p(Q) U p(R), let 3i: denote the equivalence class of X; that is, let
The equivalence classes of the relation "=" form a partition of the set p(Q) U p(R). It is precisely this partition that we call the sum of Q and R. Several important remarks concerning sums are in order at this point. First, the behavior of the special partitionings I and T with respect to sum is as follows: For every partitioning Q, we have
1+Q=Q+1=Q
and T+Q=Q+T=T.
This follows easily from Definition 4. Second, let f = (u) and g = [7] be two facts (where u and T are subsets of w). Then Definition 4 implies that
iffXg#I).
This remark has two important consequences:
(1) Every partitioning Q can be expressed as the sum of its facts. For example, if Q = iL% 13,411, Q = 1iL 211, Q' = ( (39 411 then we can write Q = q + q', because q x q' = 1.
(2) Let Q and R be two partitionings. Then every fact of the sum Q + R can be expressed as the sum of facts from Q U R. To see this, let us define a chain with respect to Q and R as follows: (a) I is a chain with respect to Q and R. The q1 + rl is a chain with respect to Q and R, and so is the sum q1 + rl + q2. A chain c (with respect to Q and R) is called maximal if, for every fact g of Q or R not appearing in c, we have c x g = 1. In our previous example, q1 + rl and q1 + rl + q2 are chains that are not maximal. On the other hand, q1 + rl + q2 + r2 is a maximal chain. It is not hard to see (using Definition 4) that a chain with respect to Q and R is maximal iff it is a fact of the sum Q + R. It follows that the sum Q + R can be expressed as the sum of all maximal chains with respect to Q and R. Thus, in our previous example, we can difference between product and sum, as far as names of facts are concerned, is that in the case of the sum the number of facts in a maximal chain is variable and it can even be infinite. Thus a fact of the sum Q + R is not necessarily "finitely representable" in terms of facts of Q and R. We summarize our discussion of sums in the following example:
Example. Think It is interesting to note that, on the basis of names only, the information conveyed by the facts of RANK + SALARY may be incomplete. For example, suppose that the facts clerk, guide, driver, high, average, low are all true, and consider the fact clerk + high + guide + average.
The information carried by this fact corresponds to one (and only one) of the following four pieces of information:
(1) Clerks earn high and average salaries; guides earn average salaries. On the basis of names only, we cannot know which of the above four pieces of information corresponds to the real world (i.e., to the tourist agency). Therefore, the information carried by the fact clerk + high + guide + average is "indefinite" or incomplete." On the other hand, the fact driver + low carries the following "definite" or "complete" information: Drivers earn low salaries. Let l N. Spyratos us note that every fact of the product RANK x SALARY carries definite information.
Let us note that the product and sum of partitionings can be also explained using the concept of an equivalence relation. Let S be a partitioning, and let [S] denote the equivalence relation on p(S) whose set of equivalence classes is S. That is to say, [S] is a subset of the product set p(S) x p(S) defined as follows: (x, y) E [S] iff x and y are in the same member of S. Now, consider two partitionings Q and R. Using the definitions of product and sum, we obtain tQ x RI = tQ1 n PI and tQ + RI = UQI U WI)* where the asterisk denotes transitive closure.
We have seen so far the definitions of the product and the sum of two partitionings. We have also seen that the set of all partitionings is closed under product and sum. That is to say, if Q and R are partitionings, then Q x R and Q + R are also partitionings. Moreover, the product and the sum of partitionings satisfy the lattice postulates. This is stated formally in the following proposition, whose proof is omitted as it is an immediate consequence of the definitions: Let IIo denote the set of all partitionings. It follows from Proposition 1 that II@ is a lattice [4] . In order to simplify the notation, we assume henceforth that the product has priority over the sum. Thus, for example, we shall write "Q + R X S n instead of "Q + (R x S)." We have just seen that the set IIw of all partitionings is a lattice. The lattice operations induce a partial ordering on the set IIw defined as follows: Definition 5. Let Q and R be two partitionings. We say that Q is finer than R (or that R is coarser than Q), denoted by Q 5 R, if Q X R = Q (equivalently, ifQ+R=R). It follows that if Q s R then the population of Q is a subset of the population of R. That is,
With regards to greatest lower bounds (glb) and least upper bounds (lub), we have glb(Q, R) = Q x R and lub(Q, R) = Q + R.
The behavior of the special partitionings I and T with respect to the lattice ordering is as follows: For every partitioning Q, we have This justifies the terms first and lust for the partitionings I and T, respectively.
We have just seen that the lattice IIw has a first and a last element, and therefore it is bounded. On the other hand, as the following counterexample shows, this lattice is not distributive. Consider the following partitionings:
It is easy to verify that Q x (R + S) = Q and Q X R + Q x S # Q. Therefore, Q x (R + S) # Q x R + Q x S, and thus the lattice IIw is not distributive. However, distributivity holds in an important case, namely, when we multiply two partitionings expressed as sums of facts. Indeed, recall that every partitioning can be expressed as the sum of its facts. For example, let Q = q + q' and R = r + r', where q and q' are the facts of Q, and r and r' are the facts of R. The definition of the product implies that QXR=qXr+qXr'+q'Xr+q'Xr'.
Thus we obtain Q X R = (q + q') X (r + r') = q X r + q X r' + q' X r + q' X r'.
We have seen so far how the set IIw of all partitionings can be turned into a lattice by appropriately defining the product and the sum. Using the lattice operations and the induced lattice ordering, we can derive many useful properties of facts. We give here some examples. The proofs are omitted as they follow immediately from the definitions. Assuming that q, r, and s are any facts, we have qxrZI=+(q#Iandr#I) 4XrZ-L~dq)np(r)ZQJ qZ5rSqXr=q*p(q)Cp(r) 9 X r = s w p(9) fl p(r) = p(s) 9 + r = s w p(9) U p(r) = p(s) 9+r =s*(qXs=qandrxs=r) q X (r + s) = q X r + q X s, and q + r X s = (q + r) X (q + s). The last property implies that, if we restrict our attention to facts only, then distributivity holds. Now, if we assume that the facts q and r are facts of the partitionings Q and R, respectively, then we have the following properties:
and Q+R=l-p(Q)Up(R)=O Let us emphasize that the list of properties given here is by no means exhaustive. Nevertheless, it is sufficient for indicating how deduction is done in the lattice I&J. Here is another example revealing the deductive nature of our model. Let Q, R, and S be three partitionings. Suppose we are told that the fact q x r of Q x R and the fact r X s of R X S are both true, that is, q X r # I and r x s # 1. Based on this information alone, we cannot say whether the fact q x r x s of Q x R x 5' is true. Suppose now we are told that Q X R = R. Then, as q x r # I, it follows that q X r = r and therefore q X r X s = r X s. Now, as r x s # I, we deduce that q x r x s # 1. Note that we can reach the same conclusion if we are told that R X S = R, instead of Q X R = R. Thus we have
This kind of deductive reasoning (which is essentially set theoretic) is one of the basic features of our model. The important concept introduced in this section is that of a partitioning. We have seen that a partitioning carries information on the objects of its population. This information is built up from elementary partitionings called facts that, in turn, can be true or false. We have also seen that the set IIw of all partitionings can be turned into a lattice by appropriately defining product and sum. It is precisely this lattice that serves as the basis in our definition of a database.
The Database
When modeling an enterprise, such as the tourist agency that we have discussed in the introduction, the objects of interest to the enterprise can be of varying nature, such as automobiles, persons, employed persons, etc. Each kind of objects has certain characteristics, such as TYPE, STATION, NAME, SALARY, and so on. Some of these characteristics are of interest to the enterprise, so information about them is recorded and maintained in what is called a database.
In order to arrive at a formal definition of a database, let us recall that all objects that can possibly be of interest to the enterprise are modeled within the set w of all nonnegative integers.
On the other hand, characteristics of the objects are modeled within the lattice no of all partitionings. The basic partitionings of interest to the enterprise form what we call a universe. Definition 6. A universe is any finite nonempty set U of partitionings.
We refer to partitionings of a universe as atomic partitionings, or simply atoms. Using product and sum, we can combine atoms in order to produce other partitionings of interest to the enterprise. Let c be the set of all objects of interest to the enterprise. This set is a subset of w, the set of all objects that can possibly be of interest (to any enterprise). As we have explained in the introduction, the set E changes during the life of the enterprise. Nevertheless, here we are interested only in a specific moment in the life of the enterprise, at which moment the set of all objects of interest is c. We use the term "current" to refer to that specific moment. Thus, E is the set of all objects currently of interest to the enterprise. Now, every partitioning Q of L( U) carries information about the objects of E. This information is represented by what we call the c-instance of Q. . Definition 7. Let E be a subset of w, and let Q be a partitioning. The Gzstunce of Q, denoted by &, is an instance of Q defined as follows: QE=(7~QQ)~ne#0).
Clearly, E is contained in the population of Qc; that is, e G p(&). In other words, Qc is the minimal subset of Q covering E. Roughly speaking, & is the "part" of Q that is currently of interest to the enterprise. If a fact q of Q is not a fact of QE, then we say that q is currently false; otherwise, we say that q is currently true. The following proposition states an important property of c-instances that we shall use shortly. Its proof is omitted as it follows immediately from the definitions of product and sum. PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a subset of w, and let Q and R be two partitionings. Then (Q x R),G 8.X R,und (Q + R)e > &+ R,.
In principle, the c-instances of ull partitionings of L(U) are (currently) of interest to the enterprise. In reality, only the observed facts of some "convenient" It is interesting to note that the lattice structure of partitionings induces a lattice structure of databases in a straightforward manner. Indeed, let us fix the universe U and the set e, and let us denote by De The lattice DE is bounded by the empty and the full database on U and c, denoted by e, and fc, respectively, and defined as follows: The definition of a database given in this section is based entirely on the lattice of partitionings.
As we have seen, this lattice allows for deductive reasoning (which is essentially set theoretic). In the following section, we discuss how new facts can be derived from facts recorded in the database.
THE DEDUCTIVE PROCESS
A database represents our knowledge of the enterprise coming from observation of individual facts. This knowledge can be "improved" if we use other sources of information in order to deduce new facts from those observed and recorded in the database. In this section we discuss three sources of information; namely, (1) assumptions on the conditions under which individual facts are observed and recorded in the database; (2) declarative knowledge, such as "every employee has one and only one salary"; (3) procedural knowledge, such as "if a course c is given by professor p in room r and if the same course c is given by professor p' in room r ', then c can be given by p in r ' and c can be given by p ' in r."
These are the main sources of information that we u.se for deductive query answering. Let us recall that, henceforth, we consider only conjunctive databases. The first source of information for the deductive process is the set of assumptions that can reasonably be made on the database facts. First, let us note that all database facts are recorded in the database by their names, and that there is no way of telling whether a recorded fact is true on the basis of its name. We can only make assumptions on the truth values of database facts. Our first assumption is that, if a fact is recorded in the database, then this fact is true: TFLM Facts Assumption (TFA). For all Q in dom(d,), if d,(Q) = q1 + q2 + . -* + qn then qi # I for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
For example, in the database of Figure 2 , TFA implies that the facts al x bi, a2 X b2, bl X cl, and b3 X cl are all true (without reference to the partitionings associated with these names). Let us note that the explicit definition of the atomic facts al, u2, bl, b2, bS, cl, and c2, given in Figure 1 , "verifies" all facts in the database d, (of Figure 2 ) and thus provides a "model" for d, and TFA. Note that this is a different model for d, than the one given in Figure 1 .
Given a database d,, it is always possible to find a model for d,, in a systematic way, as follows:
(1) Let fi, f2, . . . , fn be the database facts. (2) For every atomic fact a in d,, define a = ((i I a is a factor of fi)).
It is not hard to see that the resulting explicit definition of atomic facts is a model for d,. For example, let d, be the database of Figure 3 , and let us apply the above two steps:
(1) Let fi = al x bl, f2 = u2 x bz, f3 = bl x cl, f4 = b3 x cl. (2) al = l(l)], because al is a factor of fi; u2 = ((2) ), because u2 is a factor of f2; bl = ((1, 311, because bl is a factor of fi and of f3; b2 = ( (2))) because bp is a factor of f2; b3 = ((411, because b3 is a factor of f4; cl = ((3, 4) ), because cl is a factor of f3 and of f4.
An important consequence of TFA is that all atomic facts that appear in a database d, are true. For example, in the database of Figure 3 , TFA implies that the atomic facts al, u2, bl, b2, b3, and cl are all true. However, we have no information whatsoever about facts that are currently true but have probably not been recorded in the database. The following assumption says that, although The important point here is that CAFA produces a "closed world" in the sense that, if we adopt CAFA, then we know exactly where to look for currently true facts. Indeed, consider again the database d, of Figure 3 , and let Q = B X C. We know that all currently true facts of Q are facts of &. On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2 that Qe = (B x C), C B, x C,. If we adopt CAFA, then we know that B, = bl + bz + b3 and C, = c. Therefore, we can write & = (B x C), G B, x Cc = (bI + bz + b3) x cl = bl x cl + bp x cl + b3 x cl.
It follows that all facts of Q that can be currently true are among the facts bl x cl, bz x cl, and b3 x cl. Thus the product B, x C, defines a "world," and it is there that we should look for currently true facts of B X C. All facts of B x C lying outside this "world" are currently false. We call B, X C, the closure of B x C. Definition 10. Let d, be a given database on universe U. Let Q be a conjunctive partitioning of L(U). The closure of Q with respect to d,, denoted by cl (Q, d,) , is the product of the e-instances of the atoms of Q.
We shall write cl(Q), instead of cl(Q, d,), when no confusion is possible. Let us observe that the closure of an atom is the c-instance of that atom. Thus the closure of the product of atoms is the product of the closures of the atoms. It is important to note that CAFA is essential for computing closures. Let us take an example. In the database of Figure 3 , consider the partitioning B x C. We can write cl@ x C) = B, x c,.
Unless we know the values of B, and C,, the computation of the closure cannot proceed any further. Now, if we adopt CAFA this is tantamount to saying that the values of B, and C, can be "read off" the database (1,. In our example of Figure 3 , we find that B, = bl + bz + b3 and C, = cl. Therefore, we can write cl@ x C) = B,C, = (b, + bp + b3) x cl = bl x cl + bz x cl + b3 x cl. Figure 3 shows the closures of the partitionings A x B, B X C, A x C, and A X B X C in tabular form.
Henceforth, we shall always adopt both assumptions, TFA and CAFA. As we have explained earlier, CAFA produces a "closed world" to which we have to turn if we are looking for currently true facts. Thus, in our previous example the currently true facts of B X C are among the facts bl X cl, bz X cl, and bS X cl, which constitute the closure (i.e., the "closed world") of B X C. Our search for currently true facts of B X C, within the closure, relies on additional information such as TFA. Indeed, as bl x cl and b3 x cl are in the given database d, (of Figure 3) , it follows from TFA that they are true. However, the remaining fact of the closure, namely, the fact bz x cl, cannot be "proved" true or false on the basis of CAFA and TFA alone. Additional information must be provided, for example, declarative knowledge or procedural knowledge, two types of information that we discuss in the following sections.
Declarative Knowledge
One important source of information for the deductive process is declarative knowledge such as an employee is female or male, but not both; an employee can work in only one department.
This kind of information is expressed in our model in the form of lattice equations called dependencies.
Definition 11. Let U be a universe. A dependency on U is any equation of the form q = r such that q and r are instances of partitionings of L(U).
It is important to note that q and r can be any instances of partitionings of L( U). Thus, for example, if U = {A, B, C), then the equations A X B = C and A, = B, + C. are dependencies on U. Similarly, if a, b, and c are facts of A, B, and C, respectively, then the equation a = b + c is a dependency on U. Let us recall (from Section 2) that an equation such as A x B = C must be interpreted as follows: The partitioning denoted by A x B and the partitioning denoted by C are the same partitioning. Let us also recall that, for all Q in L(U), the equations Q = Q x Q and Q = Q + Q are true. We shall refer to such equations as trivial dependencies.
It is important to understand how a piece of information such as "an employee has one and only one salary" can be represented by an equation. So, let us consider the universe U = (E, S), where E stands for "employee" and S stands for "salary." Let j be a fact of E, and let f be a fact of S, where j stands for "John" and f stands for "forty thousand." Now, suppose that the fact j x f is true; that is, suppose that "John earns forty thousand" is true. Then we have It follows that for every fact t of S we have t # f + j X t = 1. For example, if t stands for "thirty thousand" then "John earns thirty thousand" is false.
From our previous example of employees and salaries, it should be clear how dependencies are used in the deductive process. Figure 4 shows some more examples of deductions on the database of Figure 3 , using various dependencies. The facts listed under A X B X C, in Figure 4 , are the facts of cl(A X B X C) from As bl x bz = 1, it follows that al X bp = 1. Therefore, al x bz X cl = 1. q Some important remarks concerning dependencies are in order at this point. First, for all partitionings Q, R, and S, the following is true:
Second, let us denote by EQU the set of given equations (i.e., dependencies). Now, as database d. and the set EQU are premises of our deductive process, they must be consistent. That is to say, there must be no contradiction between d, and EQU. The following explicit definition of atomic facts is a model for d,:
We have al 5 bi, a2 S bl, and cl 5 bi. It follows that the model just defined verifies both equations of EQU. Therefore cl, I= EQU. In the light of these examples, it is evident that what is needed here is a procedure for proving facts true or false (a subject that we do not pursue in this report).
An important class of dependencies is what we call conjunctive dependencies; that is, dependencies of the form q = r, where q and r are instances of conjunctive partitionings. For example, if U = (A, B, Cl, then A x B = B x C is a conjunctive dependency on U, whereas A = B + C is not. We shall use this type of dependencies when discussing the relational model in Section 4.1.
Procedural Knowledge
Another source of information for the deductive process is procedural knowledge such as the following:
If a course c is given by professor p in room r and if the same course c is given by professor p' in room r', then c can be given by p in r' and c can be given by p' in r.
This kind of information can be expressed in our model in the form of inference rules that say that, if certain facts are true (or false), then certain other facts are true (or false). For example, let U = (A, B, C) be a universe, and let d, be a database of U defined as follows: Here a can be any fact of A,, b and b' can be any facts of B,, and c and c' can be any facts of C,. Figure 5 shows the results of deduction in the closure of A X B X C. First, TFA implies that the facts al X bl X cl, al X b2 X c2, and u2 x bz x c2 are true. Now, if we apply the rule R to al x bl x cl and al x b2 X c2, then we conclude that the facts al X b2 x cl and al X bl X c2 are true. No further application of the rule R is possible. We shall not go into further detail here concerning inference rules. However, there is one important remark concerning the possibility of "conflicts" between equations and inference rules. For example, consider the database of Figure 5 . If along with the rule R we are given the equation B = B X C, then there is a conflict. Indeed, as al x bl x cl and al x b2 X c2 are true, the rule R implies that al X b2 X cl is true. On the other hand, as al X b2 X c2 is true, the equation B = B X C implies that al x b2 X cl is false. Thus we have ul x b2 x cl # I and al x b2 x cl = 1. This is a contradiction. Thus, in the presence of both equations and inference rules, we must ensure that -the database satisfies the equations, and -there is no contradiction between equations and inference rules.
Deductive Query Answering
The three sources of information that we use in the deductive process are assumptions, equations, and inference rules. Let us refer to these sources of information (collectively) as external information, and let us denote this information by I. We say that a database d, satisfies the external information I, denoted by d, l= I, if d, satisfies the equations and if there is no contradiction between assumptions, equations, and inference rules. Let U be a universe, and let d, be a database on U satisfying the external information I. We call query on U any partitioning of L(U). We call answer on Q with respect to d, and I, denoted by cu(Q, d,, I), the sum of all facts of Q that can be proved true based on d, and I. Let us see an example of query answering. Consider the database c& of Figure 6 Let us note that the answer to A X B X D in the first case is not "complete." Indeed, under external information 11, we cannot prove the fact a2 x b2 x dl true, and this is why we do not include it in the answer to query A X B x D. However, we cannot prove a2 x bp x dl false either. This problem does not arise in the remaining two cases, in which the .answers to query A X B X D are therefore complete.
Deduction of new facts from those stored in the database is only one aspect of query answering. Manipulation of facts is another important aspect, and it is done by means of a query language. Query languages in our model are based on the operations of product, sum, and set-theoretic difference. We do not intend to present any specific language in this report. Rather, we shall give a few examples that indicate how these three operations can be used in formulating queries. Consider the partitioning R=axbxc+a'xb'xc+axbxc', and suppose that we would like to select those facts of R having c as a factor. This can be done by simply multiplying c and R: cXR=c(axbxc+a'xb'xc+axbxc')=axbxc+a'xb'xc Next, suppose that we would like to select those facts of R having b' or c' as factors. This can be done by simply multiplying b' + c' and R:
Similarly, suppose that we would like to select those facts of R that have a and b as factors. This can be done by simply multiplying a X b and R:
Finally, in the database of Figure 6 , suppose that we would like to select those facts of A x B X D that are currently true and do not contain al X bl as a factor. Assume I3 as external information. First, let us note that if we "subtract" al X b, from CY(A x B, d,, 13) then we obtain all facts of A x B that are currently true and are different than al x bI. Let Q denote the result of this subtraction. Referring to Figure 6 , we obtain Q = &A x B, de, 13) -al x b, = (al x bl + a2 x bz + a3 x bz ) -al x bl = a2 x bz + a3 x bz .
On the other hand, the currently true facts of A x B X D under I3 are those in the answer to A X B x D. Let S denote this answer. Referring again to Figure 6 , we obtain S = cu(A x B x D, d,, I,) = al x b, x dl + a3 x bz x dl + uz x b2 x dl.
All we have to do now is multiply Q and S in order to obtain the requested facts:
QxS=(azxbz+a3xbz)x(a~xbIxd~+a3xb~xd~+a~xb~xd~) = a2 x bz x dl + a3 x bz x dl A very important notion related to query answering is that of equivalence. Let d, and df be two databases on the same universe U, satisfying the external informations I and I', respectively. The problem of comparing two pairs (d,, I) and (dl, I'), with respect to their information content, is of central interest in database theory. For instance, when we know that two or more pairs are equivalent, then we are faced with a choice among equivalent representations of the same information. Some choices are more convenient than others for various reasons. We shall not go into more detail here. The interested reader is referred to [5] .
In conclusion, we have seen in this section the premises of deduction in the partition model. These premises are the database & and the external information I. If & satisfies I, then we can answer queries deductively. Figure 7 shows the basic components in a deductive query-answering system. We have indicated, by way of example, how deduction is done in the partition model. Clearly, what is needed here is a deductive mechanism or "inference engine"; that is, an algorithm for carrying out deduction.
RELATION TO OTHER MODELS
In this section we discuss the relationship of our model to other database models. More specifically, in Section 4.1 we discuss how the relational model can be embedded in our model in a very simple manner (in fact, the relational model can be seen as a naming convention for conjunctive databases). In Section 4.2 we show how the basic constructs of semantic modeling can be defined easily in the lattice of partitionings.
The Relational Model
Most of the formal database studies that are under way at present are concerned with the relational database model introduced by Codd [2] . In the relational model, one views the database as a collection of relations, where each relation is a set of tuples over some domain of values. More precisely, let U be a finite set of attributes (AI, AZ, . . . , AkJ; the set U is the relational universe. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k, let Di be a countable set of values (xii, xi27 . . .) such that Di n U = (ZI, the set Di is the domain of Ai. Let D = D, U Dz U ---U Dk. A relation schema over U is a nonempty subset of U; a relation schema is denoted by juxtaposition of its attributes (in any order). A tuple over relation schema R is a function from R into D such that, for all Ai in R, t (Ai) is in Di; if R contains n attributes and if t(Ai) = ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then t is denoted by ala2 a.. a,. A relation r over relation schema R is a set of tuples over R. A database schema S over U is a finite set of relation schemata over U, say, S = {RI, Rz, . . . , R,J, such that RI U Rz U . . . U R, = U. A database d over S is a function on S associating each relation schema Ri of S with a relation over Ri. For example, suppose that U = {A, B, C, DJ and S = (ABC, BCD).
Consider now the following database d over S:
This relational database is shown in Figure 8 , using a tabular representation.
From the brief introductory discussion of the relational model, it is evident that the starting point is the relational universe U; that is, a finite set of symbols, called attributes, and their associated sets of values, called domains. However, one notable feature of the relational model is the complete absence of semantics for attributes and domain values. Thus a tuple in a relation represents a relationship between certain values, but from the mere syntactic definition of the relation, we know nothing about the nature of the relationship. One approach to remedy this deficiency is to devise means to specify the missing semantics. These semantic specifications are called semantic or integrity constraints, as they specify which databases are meaningful for the application and which are meaningless. Of particular interest are the constraints called data dependencies. Two important classes of data dependencies, which have been extensively studied in the relational literature, are equality-generating dependencies and tuplegenerating dependencies [3] . Equality-generating dependencies say that, if a certain pattern of entries appears, then a certain equality must hold. Tuplegenerating dependencies say that, if a certain pattern of entries appears, then another pattern must appear. The simplest example of equality-generating dependency is the functional dependency, defined as follows: Let r be a relation over relation schema R, and let X and Y be subsets of R. We say that "r satisfies the functional dependency X + Y" if, for all tuples t and t ' in r, t(X) = t'(X) * t(Y) = t'(Y). For an example, refer to Figure 8 , and suppose r is the relation over ABC. Then r satisfies A 3 B, but r does not satisfy AB + C. Turning now to tuple-generating dependencies, the simplest example is the multivalued dependency defined as follows: Let r be a relation over relation schema R, let X and Y be subsets of R, and let 2 = R -(X U Y). We say that "r satisfies the multivalued dependency X -++ Y" if, for all tuples xyz and xy 'z' in F, the tuples xyz' and xy'z are in r. For an example, refer again to Figure 8 , and suppose that r is the relation over BCD. Then r does not satisfy I3 --w C. 
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Semantic constraints, such as functional or multivalued dependencies, specify which databases are meaningful for the application and which are meaningless. Thus the presence of constraints increases our knowledge about the nature of the relationship represented by a tuple. However, we still know nothing about the nature of the attributes and their values. On the other hand, the specification of the constraints themselves is done mostly by means external to the relational model (usually, first-order logic). This creates a dichotomy between the representation of data, on the one hand, and the specification of constraints, on the other. In what follows we propose an alternative approach in order to remedy the semantic deficiencies of the relational model. Our proposal consists of embedding the relational model into the lattice of partitionings. More specifically, we show how every relational database can be interpreted as a conjunctive database, thereby allowing for the representation of data and the specification of constraints within a unified framework (namely, that of the lattice of partitionings).
Given a database d in the relational model, we can interpret it, or embed it, in the partition model as follows: It follows that the set of conjunctive dependencies has more "expressive power" than that of functional dependencies. On the other hand, as conjunctive dependencies are only special forms of lattice equations, it would be interesting to compare the expressive power of equality-generating dependencies to that of general lattice equations. Turning now to tuple-generating dependencies, we observe a fundamental difference between the relational model and our model. By their very nature, these dependencies are inference rules. They are not (and should not) be considered as constraints that the database must satisfy. Let us take an example. Refer to Figure 8 , and suppose that we are given the multivalued dependency B --t, C. According to relational theory, the database of Figure 8 is meaningless because it does not satisfy the given multivalued dependency. Indeed, the tuples bed and bc 'd' are in the database, whereas the tuples bc'd and bed' are not. We believe that whether the tuples bc'd and bed' are in the database or not is of little importance, and it certainly has nothing to do with the meaning of the database. What is important is to include the tuples bc 'd and bed' in the query answering. However, as the relational model has no deductive capability, the tuples bc 'd and bed' must be present in the database in order to be included in the (nondeductive) query answering (done by relational operators). In our model, query answering is deductive, and tuple-generating dependencies are treated precisely as what they are, that is, inference rules. Thus no notion of satisfaction for such dependencies is necessary in our model.
Before we conclude this section, we would like to demonstrate, by way of examples, how the basic relational operations (join, selection, projection) can be embedded in the partition model. First, let us recall the definition of the join. Let q be a relation over relation schema Q, and let r be a relation over relation schema R. The join of q and r, denoted by q w r, is the set of all tuples t over Q U R such that t(Q) is in q and t(R) is in r. For example, let q and r be the following relations over AB and BC, respectively: If we take the product of the interpretations L(q) and b(r), we obtain
If we let L(q w r) denote the interpretation of the join q w r, then, from (1) and (2), we obtain
Thus the relational join is interpreted as a product of partitionings. However, there is a fundamental difference between the join q W r and the product t(q) x l(r), with respect to semantic content. Indeed, the result of the join q w r is always the same, independently of the available external information. For example, in the case of the join q w r, it makes no difference whether the functional dependency B -+ C is given or not (i.e., the result of the join does not change). This is not so in the case of the product L(q) x b(r). Indeed, in our previous example, if no external information is available, then we cannot say whether the facts L(U) Thus the product is sensitive to external information, whereas the join is not. Roughly speaking, the join can be seen as the syntactic part of the product.
Consider now the selection operation. Let q be a relation over relation schema Q. Let A be an attribute in Q, and let ca be a value in the domain of A. In its simplest form, the selection of q on a, denoted by a*=,(q), is defined as follows: aA=, = P E q I t(A) = aI For example, let q be the following relation over ABC:
Then the selection of q on a is as follows:
If we take the product of the interpretations of a and q, we obtain
If we let L(aA=,(q)) denote the interpretation of bAzo(q), then we obtain, from (3) and (4), the following:
Thus the relational selection is interpreted as a product of partitionings. Let us note that the (relational) selection condition can be more complicated, involving conjunction, disjunction, and negation of elementary conditions. The interpretation of conjunction, disjunction, and negation in the partition model is done by product, sum, and complement, respectively, as was explained in Section 3.4. Finally, let us consider the projection operation. Let q be a relation over relation schema Q, and let R G Q. The projection of q on R, denoted by dq), is defined as follows:
For example, let q be the following relation over ABC: q = (ubc, u'bc, ubc ') Then the projection of q on AB is as follows:
x/a(q) = (~6, ~ '6) Let ~(rA~(q)) denote the interpretation of TAB(q), and consider the following definition of l(aAB(q)) in the lattice of partitionings: If we apply this definition to our example, we find
and this is precisely the interpretation of the relation lab, a'b ).
The important conclusion of this section is that the relational model can be embedded in our model in a very real sense. More specifically, a relational database can be interpreted as a conjunctive database, equality-generating dependencies as conjunctive dependencies, tuple-generating dependencies as inference rules, and relational operations as particular expressions formed by product and sum. Roughly speaking, the relational model can be seen as the syntactic component of our model.
Semantic Models
Several semantic models have been proposed over the past decade (e.g., [l, 61) in an effort to remedy the semantic deficiencies of the relational model. The basic semantic constructs used in these models are "specialization" and "generalization." Informally, they correspond to the following statements:
Employees are persons. Cars and bicycles are vehicles.
They are both examples of "ISA relationship," a concept widely used in semantic modeling. In this section we discuss briefly how this concept can be formally defined in the lattice of partitionings.
Definition 13. Let Q, R, and S be three partitionings. We say that Q is a specialization of R and S, if Q = R x S. We say that Q is a generalization of R andS,ifQ=R+S.
When Q = Q X R, then Q is a specialization of Q and R; that is, Q is a specialization of R. Clearly, if Q is a generalization of R and S, then R and S are specializations of Q, and vice versa. It is interesting to note that specializations of the form Q = Q x R correspond to functional dependencies of the relational model (see Section 4.1).
Let us see some examples of specializations and generalizations. Suppose that in a university environment we are interested in the NAMES and ADDResses of all PERSONS, the SALaries of those EMPLoyed by the university, the DEPartment of every STUDent, and the RANK of every PROFessor. Thus we have the following universe of (atomic) partitionings: Uo = (NAME, ADDR, SAL, DEP, RANK)
In the light of our description of the application, we can "aggregate" the atoms of U, into the following composite partitionings of interest: NAME x ADDR, NAME x SAL, NAME x DEP, NAME x RANK These partitionings would most likely form the database domain. However, we might prefer more suggestive names. We can do this easily by defining PERSON = NAME x ADDR EMP = NAME x SAL STUD = NAME x DEP PROF = NAME x RANK 1 '
Thus "abstracting" from the universe (or "level") U0, we have defined the following universe: U1 = (PERSON, EMP, STUD, PROF)
Clearly, the universe U, is "connected" to universe U, through definitions (1). Thus the atoms of U1 "inherit" the "properties" of U0. For example, a PERSON has a NAME and an ADDRess, since PERSON = NAME x ADDR. Now, suppose that in U1 we declare that "an employee is a person." This is an example of specialization, and it is defined formally as follows: EMP = EMP x PERSON (2) Through this specialization every employee "inherits" the U0 properties of a person. Indeed, using (l), we obtain EMP = EMP x PERSON = (NAME x SAL) x (NAME x ADDR) = NAME x SAL x ADDR.
Suppose next that some students are also TUTORS and, therefore, employees of the university. We can declare this easily by defining TUTOR = STUD x EMP.
We may even wish to work with the following universe: Uz = (PERSON, EMP, STUD, PROF, TUTOR)
Clearly, a tutor inherits the U, properties of a student and of an employee. On the other hand, an employee is a person, and therefore, a tutor inherits the U,, properties of a student, of an employee, and of a person. Formally, we have TUTOR = STUD x EMP [from (3)l = (NAME x DEP) x (EMP x PERSON)
[from @)I = (NAME x DEP) x ((NAME x SAL) x (NAME x ADDR))
[from (Ul = NAME x DEP x SAL x ADDR.
Finally, suppose that for a specific application we need the concept of TEACHER, where a teacher is either a tutor or a professor. We can declare this easily by defining TEACHER=TUTOR+PROF.
We may even wish to work with the following universe: We have thus created a quite complex hierarchy of concepts (a kind of "semantic network") in which every level is clearly defined by one or more equations of the lattice of partitionings. Using these equations we can find the properties of a concept at the various levels of the hierarchy. For example, TEACHER=TUTOR+PROF Up properties = STUD x EMP + PROF Ui properties = NAME x DEP x SAL + NAME x RANK U0 properties.
In the light of our discussion in this section, it should be evident that our model incorporates ISA relationships in a precise and controlled manner. Thus the lattice of partitionings provides an excellent environment for semantic modeling.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have seen a new database model, called the partition model, whose fundamental concept is partitioning. The basic tool used in the definition of the model is the lattice of partitionings. We have shown that the partition model combines the following features:
(1) syntactic simplicity (essentially that of the relational model), (2) powerful means for the specification of semantic information (in the form of lattice equations), and (3) deductive capability (essentially that of set theory).
The premises of deduction in the partition model are the database and the external information. The external information, in turn, consists of assumptions, lattice equations (i.e., dependencies), and inference rules. What is needed here is a deductive mechanism, or an "inference engine"; that is, an algorithm that uses the premises of deduction for query answering. Such an algorithm would also be used for checking satisfaction of dependencies and discovering conflicts between dependencies and inference rules.
We have shown that the relational model and the basic constructs of semantic modeling can be embedded into the partition model in a simple and straightforward manner. We think that some important problems raised in relational database theory, such as the problem of database equivalence, can receive a clear formulation in the lattice of partitionings. We have seen how functional dependencies can be interpreted by special forms of lattice equations. It would be interesting to compare the expressive power of general lattice equations to that of equality-generating dependencies.
In this paper we have restricted our attention to conjunctive databases; that is, databases where only conjunctive facts are stored. However, our definition of a database allows also for disjunctive facts of the kind "John earns $10,000 or $15,000," a fact expressed as a sum of elementary facts. We think that further work is needed in order to extend the results reported here to disjunctive databases.
Two important questions that we have not discussed in this paper are (1) incomplete information and (2) updating. Incomplete information has to do with factors of conjunctive facts that are not known (e.g., think of the fact a X n of A X B, where x is an unknown fact of B). Of particular interest is the case where the unknown factor is known to be one of the facts stored in the database. Updating has to do with data evolution, where the facts stored in the database and/or the external information change. We believe that a better understanding of deductive query answering may suggest the right approach to the update problem.
